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Abstract— This paper presents a novel learning framework
to construct Koopman eigenfunctions for unknown, nonlinear
dynamics using data gathered from experiments. The learning
framework can extract spectral information from the full non-
linear dynamics by learning the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
of the associated Koopman operator. We then exploit the
learned Koopman eigenfunctions to learn a lifted linear state-
space model. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the
first to utilize Koopman eigenfunctions as lifting functions for
EDMD-based methods. We demonstrate the performance of
the framework in state prediction and closed loop trajectory
tracking of a simulated cart pole system. Our method is able to
significantly improve the controller performance while relying
on linear control methods to do nonlinear control.
I. INTRODUCTION
A key step in developing a high performance robotic ap-
plication is the modeling of the robot’s mechanics. Standard
modelling and identification techniques require extensive
knowledge of the system and laborious system identifi-
cation procedures [1]. Moreover, one must still design a
controller for the nonlinear mechanics that are identified.
While methods exists to show stability and safety of non-
linear systems [2], [3], linearized models around a desired
trajectory with PID or LQR control are often used in practice.
Learning can capture the salient aspects of a robot’s
complex mechanics and environmental interactions. Gaussian
process dynamical systems models [4] can identify nonlinear
affine control models in a non-parametric way. Alternatively,
spectrally normalized neural networks [5] can fit dynamics
models with stability guarantees. Yet, effective nonlinear
control design incorporating state and actuator constraints
after identifying the model can be challenging. Deep neu-
ral networks for control Lyapunov function augmentation
[6] can be used for control design with different types
of constraints but learns a task-specific augmentation that
cannot be used for other objectives. Similarly, model-free
reinforcement learning (MFRL) [7] learns feedback policies
that implicitly incorporate the robot’s dynamics. However,
sample efficiency is very low. Moreover, while safety during
MFRL is now possible [8], [9], one cannot yet guarantee
that learned policies will satisfy performance requirements
or state and actuator limits.
Our work contributes to Koopman inspired modelling
and identification techniques, which have received substan-
tial recent attention [10], [11]. In particular, the Dynamic
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Mode Decomposition (DMD) and extended DMD (EDMD)
methods have emerged as efficient numerical algorithms to
identify finite dimensional approximations of the Koopman
operator associated with the system dynamics [12], [13].
The methods are easy to implement, mainly relying on least
squares regression, and computationally and mathematically
flexible, enabling numerous extensions and applications [14].
For example, DMD-based methods have been success-
fully used in the field of fluid mechanics to capture low-
dimensional structure in complex flows [15], in robotics
for external perturbation force detection [16], and in neu-
roscience to identify dynamically relevant features in ECOG
data [17]. More recently, Koopman-style modeling has been
extended to controlled nonlinear systems [18], [19]. This is
particularly interesting as EDMD can be used to approximate
nonlinear control systems by a lifted state space model. As
a result, well developed linear control design methods such
as robust, adaptive, and model predictive control (MPC) [20]
can be utilized to design nonlinear controllers.
Typically, EDMD-methods employ a dictionary of func-
tions used to lift the state variables to a space where the
dynamics are approximately linear. However, if not chosen
carefully, the time evolution of the dictionary functions
cannot be described by a linear combination of the other
functions in the dictionary. This results in error accumulation
when the lifted state space model is used for prediction,
potentially causing significant prediction performance degra-
dation. To mitigate this problem we develop a learning
framework that can extract spectral information from the
full nonlinear dynamics by learning the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of the associated Koopman operator. Limited
attention has been given to constructing eigenfunctions from
data. Sparse identification techniques have been used to
identify approximate eigenfunctions [21] but rely on defining
an appropriate candidate function library. Other previous
methods for identifying Koopman eigenfunctions (e.g., [22])
depend upon assumptions that are problematical for robotic
systems: the ID data is gathered while the robot operates
under open loop controls, which can lead to catastrophic
system damage.
This paper presents a novel learning framework, Koop-
man Eigenfunction Extended Dynamic Mode Decomposi-
tion (KEEDMD), to construct Koopman eigenfunctions for
unknown, nonlinear dynamics using a data gathered from
experiments. We then exploit the learned Koopman eigen-
functions to learn a lifted linear state-space model. To the
best of our knowledge, our method is the first to utilize
Koopman eigenfunctions as lifting functions for EDMD-
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based methods. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the identi-
fied model can readily be used with MPC [23] on simulated
experiments.
A. Notation
We denote the space of all continuous functions on some
domain X ⊂ Rd as C(X ), the Jacobian of the function f(x)
evaluated at x = a is denoted Df(a). N0 is the set of
natural numbers including zero. I is the identity matrix of
appropriate dimensions. δjk is the kronecker delta, δjk = 1
if and only if j = k.
II. PRELIMINARIES ON KOOPMAN OPERATOR THEORY
This section briefly reviews basic facts about the Koopman
operator, and then summarizes key results that form the
theoretical underpinnings for the Koopman eigenfunction
learning methodology presented in Section III.
A. The Koopman Operator
Consider the autonomous dynamical system:
x˙ = f(x) = Ax+ v(x) (1)
with state x ∈ X ⊂ Rd and f(·) Lipschitz continuous on X .
We assume that system (1) has a fixed point at the origin:
f(0) = 0. For a system with a single attractor in X this
can be achieved without loss of generality by a change of
coordinates. The flow of this dynamical system is denoted
by St(x) and is defined as
d
dt
St(x) = f(St(x)) (2)
for all x ∈ X and all t ≥ 0. The Koopman operator semi-
group (Ut)t≥0, hereafter denoted as the Koopman operator,
is defined as
Utγ = γ ◦ St (3)
for all γ ∈ C(X ), where ◦ denotes function composition.
Each element of the Koopman operator maps continuous
functions to continuous functions, Ut : C(X ) → C(X ).
Crucially, each Ut is a linear operator. An eigenfunction of
the Koopman operator associated to an eigenvalue eλ ∈ C
is any function φ ∈ C(X ) that defines a coordinate evolving
linearly along the flow of (1) satisfying
(Utφ)(x) = φ(St(x)) = e
λtφ(x) (4)
B. Construction of Eigenfunctions for Nonlinear Dynamics
For any sufficiently smooth autonomous dynamical system
that is asymptotically stable to a fixed point, Koopman
eigenfunctions can be constructed by first finding the eigen-
functions of the system linearization around the fixed point
and then composing them with a diffeomorphism [24]. To see
this, consider asymptotically stable dynamics of the form (1).
The linearization of the dynamics around the origin is
y˙ = Df(0)y = Aˆy, y ∈ Y (5)
The following proposition describes how to construct
eigenfunction-eigenvalue pairs for the linearized system (5).
Proposition 1. Let Aˆ1 denote the linearization (5) of the
nonlinear system (1) with Y scaled into the unit hypercube,
Y1 ⊂ Q1, and let {v1, . . . ,vd} be a basis of the eigenvectors
of Aˆ1 corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues {λ1, . . . , λd}.
Let {w1, . . . ,wd} be the adjoint basis to {v1, . . . ,vd} such
that 〈vj ,wk〉 = δjk and wj is an eigenvector of Aˆ∗1 at
eigenvalue λ¯j . Then, the linear functional
ψj(y) = 〈y,wj〉 (6)
is a nonzero eigenfunction of UAˆ1 , the Koopman operator as-
sociated to Aˆ1. Furthermore, for any tuple (m1, . . . ,md) ∈
Nd0 ( d∑
j=1
λ
mj
j ,
d∏
j=1
ψ
mj
j
)
(7)
is an eigenpair of the Koopman operator UAˆ1 .
Proof. A less formal description of the results in the proposi-
tion and associated proofs are described in [24], Example 4.6.
By utilizing inner-product properties, ψj is an eigenfunction
of UAˆ as described in (4) since
(Utψj)(y) = Ut〈y,wj〉 = 〈y, U∗t wj〉 = 〈y, ¯eλjwj〉
= eλj 〈y,wj〉 = eλjψj(y)
By scaling the state-space such that Y1 ⊂ Q1, the linear
eigenfunctions (6) form a vector space on Y1 that is closed
under point-wise products. The construction of arbitrarily
many eigenpairs (7) therefore follows from the semi-group
property of eigenfunctions (see [11], Prop. 5).
In the following we denote the linear functionals (6) as
principal eigenfunctions. The eigenfunctions for the Koop-
man operator associated with the linearized dynamics can be
used to construct eigenfunctions associated with the Koop-
man operator of the nonlinear dynamics through the use of
a conjugacy map, as described in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Assume that the nonlinear system (1) is
topologically conjugate to the linearized system (5) via the
diffeomorphism h : X → Y . Let B ∈ X be a simply
connected, bounded, positively invariant open set in X such
that h(B) ⊂ Qr ⊂ Y , where Qr is a cube in Y . Scaling
Qr to the unit cube Q1 via the smooth diffeomorphism
g : Qr → Q1 gives (g ◦ h)(B) ⊂ Q1. Then, if ψ is an
eigenfunction for UAˆ1 at e
λ, then ψ◦g◦h is an eigenfunction
for Uf at eigenvalue eλ, where Uf is the Koopman operator
associated with the nonlinear dynamics (1).
Proof. See [11], Proposition 7.
The following extension of the Hartman-Grobman theorem
guarantees the existence of the diffeomorphism, h described
in Proposition 2, between the linearized and nonlinear sys-
tems in the entire basin of attraction of a fixed point, for
sufficiently smooth dynamics.
Theorem 3. Consider the system (1) with v(x) ∈ C2(X ).
Assume that matrix A ∈ Rd×d is Hurwitz, i.e., all of its
eigenvalues have negative real parts. So, the fixed point x =
0 is exponentially stable and let Ω be its basin of attraction.
Then ∃h(x) ∈ C1(Ω) : Ω→ Rd, such that
y = c(x) = x+ h(x) (8)
is a C1 diffeomorphism with Dc(0) = I in Ω and satisfies
y˙ = Ay.
Proof. See [25], Theorem 2.3.
III. DATA-DRIVEN KOOPMAN EIGENFUNCTIONS FOR
UNKNOWN NONLINEAR DYNAMICS
Using the results of the previous section, we now develop
a data-driven approach to learn the diffeomorphism h(x)
described in Proposition 2 and Equation 8, resulting in a
methodology for constructing Koopman eigenfunctions from
data.
A. Modeling Assumptions
We consider the dynamical system
x˙ = a(x) +Bu (9)
where x ∈ X ⊂ Rd, a(x) : X → X , u ∈ U ⊂
Rm, B ∈ Rd×m, and where a(x) and B are unknown. The
proposed method does not allow a state-dependent B matrix
but current work addresses this issue [26]. We assume that
we have access to a nominal linear model
x˙ = Anomx+Bnomu (10)
where x ∈ Ω ⊂ X ⊂ Rd, Anom ∈ R(d×d), Bnom ∈
R(d×m), u ∈ U and an associated nominal linear feedback
controller unom = Knomx that stabilizes the system (9) to
the origin in a region of attraction Ω around the origin. The
nominal model (10) can for example be obtained from first
principles modeling, parameter identification techniques and
linearization of the constructed model around the fixed point
if needed.
B. Constructing Eigenfunctions from Data
Algorithm 1 constructs Koopman eigenfunctions from
data, based on the foundations introduced in Section II-B.
Mt trajectories of fixed length T are executed from initial
conditions xj0 ∈ Ω j = 1, . . . ,Mt, and are guided by the
nominal control law unom. The system’s states and control
actions are sampled at a fixed interval ∆t, resulting in a data
set
D =
((
xjk,u
j
k
)Ms
k=0
)Mt
j=1
(11)
where Ms = T/∆t. Variable length trajectories and sam-
pling rates can be implemented with minor modifications.
Under the nominal control law, Koopman eigenfunctions
for the nominal linearized model (10) can be constructed as
in Proposition 1 using the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
the closed loop dynamics matrix Acl = Anom+BnomKnom.
I.e. let Qr be a hypercube of radius r such that X ⊂ Qr, a
scaling function g : Qr → Q1 can then be constructed (by
scaling each coordinate) to get the scaled dynamics matrix
Fig. 1: Chain of topological conjugacies used to construct
eigenfunctions, adapted from [24].
Acl,1. Furthermore, let {vj}dj=1 be a basis of eigenvectors
of Acl,1 with corresponding eigenvalues {λj}dj=1 and let
{wj}dj=1 be the adjoint basis to {vj}dj=1. Then ψj(y) =
〈y,wj〉 is an eigenfunction of UAcl,1 with eigenvalue eλj and
we can construct an arbitrary number of eigenpairs using the
product rule (7).
The eigenfunction construction for the linearized system
only relies on the nominal model. To construct Koopman
eigenfunctions for the true nonlinear dynamical system, we
aim to learn the diffeomorphism (8) between the linearized
model (10) and the true dynamics (9), see Figure 1. This
diffeomorphism is guaranteed to exist in the entire basin of
attraction Ω by Theorem 3. Let Hh be a class of continuous
nonlinear function mapping Rd to Rd. The diffeomorphism
is found by solving the following optimization problem:
min
h∈Hh
Mt∑
k=1
Ms∑
j=1
(x˙jk + h˙(x
j
k)−Acl(xjk + h(xjk)))2
s.t. Dh(0) = 0
(12)
which is a direct transformation of Theorem 3 into the setting
with unknown nonlinear dynamics. The form of problem (12)
is found by minimizing the squared loss y˙k − Aclyk over
all data pairs, substituting y = x + h(x), and adding the
constraint Da(0) = I results in the formulated optimization
problem (12).
We next formulate (12) as a general supervised learning
problem. Consider the data set of input-output pairs Dh =
Algorithm 1 Data-driven Koopman Eigenpair Construction
Require: Data set D = ((xjk,ujk)Msk=0)Mtj=1, nominal
model matrices Anom, Bnom, nominal control gains Knom,
number of lifting functions N , N power combinations
(m
(i)
1 , . . . ,m
(i)
d ) ∈ Nd0, i = 1, . . . , N
1: Construct principal eigenpairs for the linearized dynamics:
(λj , ψj(y))← (λj , 〈y,wj〉), j = 1, . . . , n
2: Construct N eigenpairs from the principal eigenpairs:
(λ˜i, ψ˜i)←
(∑d
j=1 λ
m
(i)
j
j ,
∏d
j=1 ψ
m
(i)
j
j
)
, i = 1, . . . , N
3: Fit diffeomorphism estimator: h(y)← ERM(Hh,Lh,D)
4: Construct scaling function: g(y)← g : Qr → Q1
5: Construct N eigenpairs for the nonlinear dynamics:
(λ˜i, φi)← (λ˜i, ψ˜i(g(h(y)))), i = 1, . . . , N
Output: Λ = diag(λ˜1, . . . , λ˜N ), φ = [φ1, . . . , φN ]T
Position dynamics: min
Bp∈R(d/2)×m
||yp −XpBTp ||22, Xp = [U ], yp = [P˙ − IV ] (13a)
Velocity dynamics: min
Av∈R(d/2)×(n+N),Bv∈R(d/2)×m
||yv −Xv[Av Bv]T ||22, Xv = [P V Φ U ], yv = [V˙ ] (13b)
Eigenfunction dynamics: min
Bφ∈RN×m
||yφ −XφBTφ ||22, Xφ = [U − Unom], yφ = [Φ˙− ΛΦ] (13c)
{
(xk, x˙k), x˙k − Aclxk
}Ms·Mt
k=1
, constructed from the state
measurements (perhaps by calculating numerical derivatives
x˙jk as needed), and aggregated a data matrix. The class Hh
can be any function class suitable for supervised learning
(e.g. deep neural networks) as long as the Jacobian of the
function h(x) ∈ Hh w.r.t. the input can be readily calculated.
Assuming h(x) ∈ Hh we define the loss function
Lh(x, x˙, Aclx− x˙) =
||h˙(x)−Aclh(x)− (Aclx− x˙)||2 + α||Dh(0)||2
= ||Dh(x)x˙−Aclh(x)− (Aclx− x˙)||2 + α||Dh(0)||2
(14)
where parameter α penalizes the violation of constraint (12).
The supervised learning goal is to select a function in Hh
through empirical risk minimization (ERM):
min
h∈Hh
1
Ms ·Mt
Ms·Mt∑
k=1
Lh(xk, x˙k, Aclxk − x˙k) . (15)
Finally, with function h identified from ERM (15), Propo-
sition 2 implies that the Koopman eigenfunctions for the
unknown dynamics under the nominal control law can be
constructed from the eigenfunctions of the linearized system
by the function composition:
φj(x) = ψ˜j(g(h(x))) (16)
where g is the scaling function ensuring that the basin of
attraction Ω is scaled to lie within the unit hypercube Q1
and ψ˜j is an eigenfunction for the linearized system with
associated eigenvalue λ˜j constructed with (7).
Importantly, because the diffeomorphism is learned from
data, it may not perfectly capture the underlying diffeomor-
phism over all of Ω, and thus the eigenfunctions for the
unknown dynamics are approximate. The error arises from
the fact that the ERM problem is underdetermined resulting
in the possibility of multiple approximations with equal
loss while failing to capture the underlying diffeomorphism.
This is especially an issue when encountering states and
state time derivatives not reflected in the training data and
introduces a demand for exploratory control inputs to cover
a larger region of the state space of interest. This can be
achieved by introducing a random perturbation of the control
action deployed on the system and is akin to persistence
of excitation in adaptive control [27]. To understand these
effects, state dependent model error bounds are needed but
they are out of the scope of this paper.
IV. KOOPMAN EIGENFUNCTION EXTENDED DYNAMIC
MODE DECOMPOSITION
To use the constructed Koopman eigenfunctions for pre-
diction and control, we develop an EDMD-based method to
build a linear model in a lifted space. Since this method
exploits the structure of the Koopman eigenfunctions, it is
dubbed Koopman Eigenfunction Extended Dynamic Mode
Decomposition (KEEDMD). We construct N eigenfunctions
{φj}Nj=1 with associated eigenvalues Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λN )
as outlined in Section III and define the lifted state as
z = [x,φ(x)]T (17)
where φ(x) = [φ1(x), . . . , φN (x)]. We seek to learn a model
of the form
z˙ = Az+Bu (18)
where matrices A ∈ R(N+n)×(N+n), B ∈ R(N+n)×m are
unknown, and are to be inferred from the collected data.
We focus on systems governed by Lagrangian dynamics,
whose state space coordinates consist of position, p, and
velocity v: x = [p,v]T , with p˙ = v. The rows of A
corresponding to the position states are known. Furthermore,
by construction the eigenvalues Λ describe the evolution of
the eigenfunctions under the nominal control law. Therefore,
the rows of A corresponding to eigenfunctions are also
known. As a result, the lifted state space model has the
following structure:
p˙
v˙
φ˙
([
p
v
])
 =
 0 I 0Avp Avv Avφ
−BφKnom Λ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

p
v
φ
([
p
v
])
+
BpBv
Bφ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
u
(19)
where 0, I,Λ,Knom are fixed matrices and Avp, Avv, Avφ,
Bp, Bv, Bφ are determined from data. The term −BφKnom
accounts for the effect of the nominal controller on the
evolution of the eigenfunctions. To infer the different
parts of (19), we construct the data matrices and for-
mulate the loss function for three separate ordinary least
squares regression problems defined in Equation (13).
The data matrices are aggregations of the data snap-
shots, e.g. P = [p11, . . . ,p
1
Ms
, . . . ,pMt1 , . . . ,p
Mt
Ms
]T . Further-
more, P, V,Φ, U, Unom are derived from measurements and
P˙ , V˙ , Φ˙ are found by numerically differentiating P, V,Φ,
respectively. U and Unom are related by U = Unom+Upert,
where Upert is the random perturbation added to the control
action to induce exploratory behavior as discussed in Section
III. The KEEDMD exploits the control perturbation to learn
the effect of actuation on the Koopman eigenfunctions.
To reduce overfitting, different forms of regularization can
be added to the objectives of the regression formulations. In
particular, LASSO-regularization promoting sparsity in the
learned matrices has been shown to perform well for dynam-
ical systems [28] when used in normal EDMD. This has also
been the case in our numerical simulation, where LASSO-
regularization seem to improve the prediction performance
and the stability of the results.
When the lifted state space model is identified, state
estimates can be obtained as x = Cz, where C = [I 0].
C is denoted the projection matrix of the lifted state space
model. If the state itself is not included in the lifted state,
the C-matrix can be found by formulating a least squares
problem with loss function ||x− Cz||22.
A. Model Predictive Controller Details
Inspired by [20], we use the Koopman operator to trans-
form the original non-linear optimization problem into an
efficient quadratic program (QP) that is solved at each
time step. The QP formulation requires us to discretize the
previously learned linear continuous dynamics. We assume
a known objective function that is solely a function of states
and controls. For simplicity, we use a quadratic objective
function with respect to the state error and control action, but
other objective functions can be used by simply adding them
to the lifting functions. We assume known control bounds
umin, umax ∈ Rm and state bounds xmin, xmax ∈ Rn. All
these assumptions define the following optimization problem
that we solve at each time step:
min
u∈Rm×Np
z∈RN×Np
∑Np
p=1
[
(Czp − τp)T Q (Czp − τp) + uTpRup
]
s.t. zp = Adzp−1 +Bdup
xmin ≤ Czp ≤ xmax p = 1, . . . , Np
umin ≤ up ≤ umax
z0 = φ (xk)
(20)
here Q ∈ Rn×n and R ∈ Rm×m are positive semidefinite
cost matrices, τ ∈ Rn×Np is the reference trajectory, Ad ∈
RN×N and Bd ∈ RN×m are the discrete time versions of
(18), C ∈ Rn×N is the projection matrix, and φ ∈ RN are
the eigenfunctions.
To remove the dependency on the lifting dimension N in
Eq. (20), the state is eliminated via an explicit relation
with the control input. This formulation is referred as the
dense form MPC. This step greatly reduces the number
of optimization variables, which is beneficial as we must
solve the MPC problem in real-time. In this form, the MPC
controller is agnostic not only of the lifting dimension but
of the whole Koopman formalism, i.e. the eigenfunctions φ
and linear matrices Ad, Bd and C do not directly appear in
the formulation. In addition, we relax the state constraints
while keeping hard control bounds in order to ensure there
is always a solution to the quadratic program. The relaxation
penalty can be tuned to have negligible violation of the
constraints and to avoid numerical problems.
The solution of (20) is a sequence of control actions u ∈
Rm×Np . Following MPC convention, only the first controller
command is used, namely uk at time step k, whereupon the
optimization problem is resolved.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To obtain an initial evaluation of the performance of the
proposed framework, we study the canonical cart pole system
with continuous dynamics1:[
x¨
θ¨
]
=
[
1
M+m
(
mlθ¨ cos θ −mlθ˙2 + F )
1
l
(
g sin θ + x¨ cos θ
) ] (21)
where x, θ are the cart’s horizontal position and the angle
between the pole and the vertical axis, respectively, M,m
are the cart’s and pole tip’s mass, respectively, l is the pole
length, g the gravitational acceleration, and F the horizontal
force input on the cart. The linearization of the dynamics
around the origin is used as the nominal model. Starting with
knowledge of the nominal model only, our goal is to learn
a lifted state space model of the dynamics to improve the
system’s ability to move to the origin from a initial condition
two meters away. This problem is interesting because the
cart pole system is underactuated and therefore incapable
of reaching the origin (in all states) with PD control. We
will collect data with a nominal controller, learn the lifted
state space model and use this model to design an improved
MPC-controller.
To build the dataset used for training, 40 trajectories
are simulated by sampling an initial point in the interval
(x, θ, x˙, θ˙) ∈ [−2.5, 2.5] × [−0.25, 0.25] × [−0.05, 0.05] ×
[−0.05, 0.05], generating a two second long trajectory from
the initial point to the origin with a MPC-controller based
on the nominal model, and simulating the system with a PD
controller stabilizing the system to the trajectory. The PD
controller is perturbed with white noise of variance 0.5 to
aid the model fitting as described in Section III and state
and control action snapshots are sampled from the simulated
trajectories at 100 hz. With the collected data, eigenfunctions
are constructed as described in Algorithm 1 and a lifted state
space model is identified according to (13).
To benchmark our results, we compare our prediction and
control results against (1) the nominal model, and (2) a
EDMD-model with the state and Gaussian radial basis func-
tions as lifting functions. In both the EDMD and KEEDMD
models, a lifting dimension of 85 is used and elastic net regu-
larization is added with regularization parameters determined
by cross validation. The diffeomorphism, h, is parameterized
by a 3-layer neural network with 30 units in each layer and
implemented with PyTorch [29]. The EDMD and KEEDMD
regressions are implemented with Scikit-learn [30].
First, we compare the open loop prediction performance
by executing a two second long trajectory with the MPC
1The code for learning and control is publicly available on
https://github.com/Cafolkes/keedmd
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Fig. 2: Comparison of the nominal model, EDMD, and KEEDMD (a) prediction performance and (b) closed loop
performance.
controller based on the nominal model and then using that
control sequence as an open loop control sequence in the
nominal model, EDMD-model, and the KEEDMD-model.
The absolute error between the predicted evolution and the
true system evolution over the duration of a sample trajectory
is depicted in Figure 2a. The nominal model is able to
predict the evolution accurately for approximately the first
second. Both the EDMD and KEEDMD models are able
to predict the evolution accurately for a longer duration
and KEEDMD is both accurately predicting the evolution
longer than EDMD and outperforming (lower absolute error)
EDMD before EDMD diverges. Although the performance
improvement may not seem large, it leads to significant
improvements when the model is used in closed loop control.
To evaluate the closed loop performance, we compare the
behaviour of the three different models on the task of moving
from initial point (x0, θ0, x˙0, θ˙0) = (2, 0.25, 0, 0) in two
seconds. The nominal model is used to generate a trajectory
from the initial point to the origin. Then, a dense form
MPC-controller using the learned lifted state space model
is implemented in Python using the QP solver OSQP [31].
The trajectory tracking performance is significantly improved
when the lifted state space models are used, see Figure 2b.
To analyze the differences further, the improvement of total
MPC cost with quadratic penalty of tracking error and control
TABLE I: Improvement in MPC cost with learned models
Improvement over
nominal model
Improvement over
EDMD-model
EDMD −65.30%
KEEDMD −74.91% −27.70%
effort with fixed penalty matrices Q,R is reported in Table
I. Our method significantly outperforms the nominal model
and EDMD-based MPC-controllers.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a novel method to learn non-linear dy-
namics, using Koopman Eigenfunctions constructed from
principal eigenfunctions and a non-linear diffeomorphism as
lifting functions for Extended Dynamic Mode Decomposi-
tion (EDMD). We then used a model predictive controller
framework to obtain an optimal controller, while respecting
state and control input bounds. We showed in simulation that
the method significantly outperforms the linearization around
the origin as well as the classical EDMD method with the
same number of lifting functions. These preliminary results
show focusing on the spectral properties of the Koopman
Operator allow for a more compact representation while
achieving similar performance. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that our methodology can be used to implement a nonlinear
MPC controller in a highly computationally efficient manner
by exploiting the linear structure and eliminating the depen-
dence on the lifting dimension. In future work, this method
will be applied on experimental platforms. One of the main
current limitations is the need to collect data using a linear
stabilizing controller and current work is investigating this
issue [26]. In addition, different control strategies like robust
and adaptive control can be investigated.
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